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A Fault Tolerant Gait for a Hexapod Robot over Uneven Terrain

Jung-Min Yang and Jong-Hwan Kim
Abstract-The fault tolerant gait of legged robots in static walking is a gait which maintains its stability against a fault event preventing a leg from having the support state. In this paper, a fault tolerant quadruped gait is proposed for a hexapod traversing uneven terrain with forbidden regions, which do not offer viable footholds but can be stepped over. By comparing performance of straight-line motion and crab walking over even terrain, it is shown that the proposed gait has better mobility and terrain adaptability than previously developed gaits. Based on the proposed gait, we present a method for the generation of the fault tolerant locomotion of a hexapod over uneven terrain with forbidden regions. The proposed method minimizes the number of legs on the ground during walking, and foot adjustment algorithm is used for avoiding steps on forbidden regions. The effectiveness of the proposed strategy over uneven terrain is demonstrated with a computer simulation.
Index Terms-Fault tolerance, gait control, legged robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important advantages of legged robots is their superior mobility and terrain adaptability to wheeled mobile robots. Legged systems require only a series of discrete footholds along the pathway for off-road locomotion. This property enables legged robots to traverse surfaces inaccessible to wheeled mobile robots. In the past, many studies about legged robots have been dedicated to the development of strategies for applying terrain adaptability of the robots to efficient and stable locomotions [1] - [3] . Another significant advantage of legged robots, especially in static walking, is their robustness to damages to legs. From natural multipedal features, legged systems are able to continue to locomote against a fault in a leg. They may preserve static stability even if a leg is injured or mutilated so that it cannot support the robot body. To the authors' knowledge, until recently there has been little research on the fault tolerant capability of legged robots or the construction of such gaits that reflect their fault tolerant capability. Among few works, are there a robust distributed neural network controller for locomotion in a hexapod robot [4] and energy-based stability measures for reliable locomotion [5] .
In previous works, we have established the general fault detection scheme for fault events in legs of walking machines [6] , [7] and derived optimal fault tolerant periodic gaits of a hexapod in straight-line motion [7] and crab walking [8] . As a stability measure for static walking, the 1083-4419/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE fault stability margin was proposed to describe potential stability of a gait in case a fault event disabling a leg of the robot system occurs to the gait. Optimal fault tolerant gaits were derived based on the underlying logic that the robot can tolerate a fault event in a leg if the fault stability margin is nonnegative. They are optimal in the sense that the number of legs on the ground is minimized and the stride length of the robot body is maximized during locomotion. It is noted that if the speed of the body translation and the average speed of leg swing are constant, this optimality leads to the optimality in the sense of time, i.e., the cycle time of the gait is minimized.
In this paper, we focus our concern on fault tolerant locomotion of a hexapod on uneven terrain and propose a new fault tolerant gait suitable for the locomotion. It is shown that the proposed gait has better mobility and terrain adaptability than previously developed gaits. We prove the improvement in performance of walking with the proposed gait by comparing with the previously developed gaits. In straight-line motion on even terrain, the proposed gait has the stride length twice as long as that of the previous gait. As for crab walking, the proposed gait has no constrained motion owing to the singularity of the crab angle, as did the previous gait [8] . Based on the proposed gait, we develop a strategy of the fault tolerant gait which enables a hexapod to cross over a series of forbidden regions along the straight pathway. The forbidden regions are assumed to be two-dimensional, i.e., no height is considered. Foot adjustment algorithm is used in the strategy to select foothold positions of the two front legs for avoiding steps on forbidden regions. Once the foothold positions of the front legs are determined, the other leg pairs are simply placed at the foothold positions made by the pair ahead of them. Therefore, the resultant gait will have the feature of the Follow-The-Leader (FTL) gait [9] . The leg position adaptation in the strategy is quite efficient in that it always minimizes the number of legs on the ground during walking. The effectiveness of the proposed gait over uneven planar terrain is demonstrated with a computer simulation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the geometric model of a hexapod and relevant definitions, and review previous works on the fault tolerant locomotion. Section III proposes a new fault tolerant gait for a hexapod and presents walking with the proposed gait on even terrain. In Section IV, we apply the proposed gait to the locomotion over uneven terrain with forbidden regions. In Section V, the effectiveness of the proposed gait on uneven terrain is demonstrated with a computer simulation. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Modeling of Hexapod
A simplified model of a hexapod concerned in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . Leg numbers of the hexapod are assigned as 1, 2, and 3 from the front to rear for the left side and 4, 5, and 6 for the right side. We call the pair of leg 1 and leg 4 as the front leg pair, leg 2 and leg 5 as the middle leg pair and leg 3 and leg 6 as the rear leg pair. The body coordinate X -Y is attached on the hexapod body with the origin at the center of gravity C: Dashed rectangles are working areas for legs, on which they can place their feet at the present position of the body. In fact, from the kinematic property of the multilegged robot system, each leg has a reachable area in the form of a sector of an annulus [1] , where adjacent areas cause overlap of each other's region. Thus, for avoiding the interference problem, a rectangular working area within the annulus is assigned for every leg at the cost of reachability. P and Q are the length and width of a leg working area in the X and Y directions, respectively. It is assumed that the stroke pitch is the same as the length of a working area P: That is, the working area of a leg is adjacent to those of neighboring legs, as shown in the figure. In particular, some specific foothold positions on a working area are designated in the figure: the front-end foothold position, the middle foothold position and the rear-end foothold position.
In this paper, the following assumptions on kinematics and dynamics of the hexapod are given for the simplicity of analysis which is adopted from [7] .
1) The contact between a foot and the ground is a point.
2) There is no slipping between a foot and the ground.
3) All the mass of the six legs is lumped into the body, and the center of gravity is assumed to be at the centroid of the body. 4) The initial foothold positions should be at specified locations before a locomotion starts. 5) The speed of the hexapod body when it moves and the average speed of each leg during transfer phase are constant. Assumption 3) implies that the position of the center of gravity is not changed by any leg motion in walking. However, real legged robots have legs with nonzero mass and any motion of a leg has an effect on force distribution in the dynamics of the legged robot and the position of the center of gravity. Thus an on-line method is needed to find the position of the center of gravity in the closed dynamics of the robot system including legs.
In [7] , we have developed a detection scheme for a kind of faults which prevent a leg from maintaining the support state. Those accidents include a failure in the kinematic part of a leg and a failure of communication between the controller and a leg effector in the transfer state so that the leg cannot change its state to the support state until recovered. Our work in this paper also deals with a fault tolerance problem for such faults. We assume that the failed leg does not obstruct other legs' motions and effectively disappear in the dynamics of the hexapod. However, there might be a configuration of the failed leg which blocks the motion of other legs. In that case, the proposed gait should be adapted with the constrained workspace of each leg. Here again, we adopt the following fault occurrence situations from [7] : 1) A fault event occurs only once during a whole locomotion.
2) The fault is not recovered until the end of the locomotion.
B. Definitions Definition 1:
The fault stability margin S f of a gait is the minimum of stability margins of gaits generated by changing alternately the state of one supporting leg of the gait to the transfer state and maintaining the other legs' states.
S f implies the degree of potential stability to which the hexapod is guaranteed its stability in case one of the supporting legs becomes the transfer state by fault occurrence so that the leg cannot maintain the weight of the body. Therefore, for tolerating fault occurrence in a locomotion with prescribed situations a) and b), the hexapod should maintain the fault stability margin nonnegative throughout the locomotion. It is noted that S f < 0 for any tripod gait and S f 0 for any The critical point is the only point which guarantees the fault stability when the hexapod has a quadruped gait. For instance, assume that leg 3 and leg 4 are about to be lifted simultaneously in Fig. 2 . The support pattern will shrink to the dashed quadrilateral upon the lift of the two legs. Therefore, for maintaining the fault stability, the center of gravity Fig. 5 . Gait diagram of the gait in Fig. 4 . C should move to the critical point C 0 before lifting the two legs. In this case, the hexapod will have S f = 0; or the marginal fault stability. The definition of the critical point is very important because it determines the body motion and the kinematic limit in fault tolerant quadruped gaits which will be derived later.
C. Previous Work
In [7] , we have proposed a fault tolerant gait of a hexapod for straight-line motion over even terrain. Fig. 3 shows the previous gait projected on the X -Y plane. In the figure, black circles correspond to the support state of a leg and white circles to the transfer state. The hexapod starts the locomotion with all the six legs in their middle foothold positions as shown in Fig. 3(a) . It is noted that working areas of the initial position are drawn fixed in Fig. 3(b)-(f) for the convenience of illustration. In fact, the real locations of the areas change as does the center of gravity. We adopt this convention of illustration throughout the paper. The center of gravity passes through two critical points A and B at the phases of Fig. 3(c) and (e) as the body has nonsmooth motions. The fault tolerant capability and optimality of the gait are easily proved by the fact that S f 0 and the hexapod minimizes the number of supporting legs to four with the maximum stride length. Note that from Assumption 5) the cycle time of the gait is also minimized.
III. FAULT TOLERANT GAIT
A. Straight-Line Motion
The fault tolerant gait that will be proposed is different from the previous gait in that the initial positons of legs are at their rear-end foothold positions. This causes worse stability than the previous gait, in which all the legs are at middle foothold positions in the initial state. But the drawback is compensated by better mobility and terrain adaptability as will be shown later. Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed gait. The center of gravity is initially positioned at the critical point for lifting leg 3 and leg 6 in Fig. 4(b) . As shown in the figure, each lifted leg is placed on the front-end foothold position, which is identical to the rear-end foothold position of the foot ahead of it. Consequently, the initial position of the center of gravity also becomes the critical point for lifting the pairs of leg 2 and leg 5 and leg 1 and leg 4, respectively. Such a characteristic gives an advantage of mobility that in a cycle the robot body should move only once to the critical point of the next cycle, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Another advantage of mobility over the previous gait is that the stride length of the proposed gait is P; twice as long as that of the previous gait. The longer stride length will result in better terrain adaptability in walking over uneven terrain. At the moment of a fault occurrence, the proposed gait will have a marginal stability in which the center of gravity is on a boundary of the support pattern. But the stability of the gait after fault occurrence can be increased by moving the center of gravity into the support pattern.
The improvement in the mobility of the proposed gait is certified by the fact that comparing with the previous gait there is no loss of the duty factor [1] , the time fraction of a cycle in which a leg is in the support state. Fig. 5 is the gait diagram [10] of the proposed gait where the darkened lines indicate the period of the support state of legs. If it is assumed that the speed of the robot body movement equals the average speed of leg swing, the duty factor is three-fourths, corresponding to the case of the previous gait [7] .
B. Crab Walking
Crab walking is as important as straight-line motion, especially in a locomotion over uneven terrain, since the legged robot should have crab walking when obstacles or ditches block it along the pathway. Based on the proposed gait of straight-line motion, we derive the fault tolerant gait of crab walking. Fig. 6 shows the optimal fault tolerant gait of crab walking in which the crab angle θ is between 0 and =2 radian.
The gaits with crab angles within other ranges will be easily derived by symmetry. Unlike the case of straight-line motion, the position of the critical point after the initial swing of leg 3 and leg 6 changes according to subsequent lifts of leg pairs. This comes from the property of crab walking that the leg moves in a direction different from the longitudinal axis of the robot body. It should be noted that in the proposed fault tolerant crab gait all the lifted legs can place their feet on the boundaries of working areas, or have the maximum stroke length. This property is the most significant improvement compared with the previous gait in [8] , where the legs cannot have the maximum length of stroke because there are restrictions on the kinematic limit, depending on the crab angle.
C. Turning Gait
A turning gait is a gait in which not only the direction of the gait is different from the longitudinal axis of the robot body but the robot body itself spins clockwise or counterclockwise about a turning center [11] . The behavior of the hexapod realizing fault tolerant gaits in turning motion is identical to crab walking except that the regularity of the gait is temporarily destroyed. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the hexapod when the body spins about the center of gravity as the turning center with the rotation angle θ. As shown in the figure, the foothold positions of legs 1, 3, and 5 after rotation are out of the kinematic limit of the present working areas. Therefore, the next foothold positions should be located such that all the positions are in the present working areas, for example, D 1 ; 1 1 1 ; D 6 in the figure. In this case, each foothold has offset dx with respect to the previous position. The sequence of leg swing and the body movement are made corresponding to crab walking in Fig. 6 .
IV. UNEVEN TERRAIN WITH FORBIDDEN REGIONS
In this section, we present the fault tolerant gait control algorithm for the locomotion of a hexapod over uneven terrain with forbidden regions. The hexapod starts from a certain point on the ground and advances toward the goal point, and can get the geometric information on all the forbidden regions in the terrain. We suppose that the legs are at the rear-end foothold positions at the start point like the locomotion over even terrain as in Fig. 4(a) . The fault tolerant gait on uneven terrain is established by preplanning a series of foothold positions for leg pairs which avoid forbidden regions and letting the hexapod have the discontinuous FTL mode, in which the rear leg pair places on the foothold positions of the middle leg pair and the middle leg pair places on the foothold positions of the front leg pair. Therefore, the derived gait will be also a quadruped gait which moves the legs of the left-right pair simultaneously and hence minimizes the number of supporting legs during locomotion. This property is highly recommendable, because it implies the hexapod could perform like a periodic and regular gait as if it were moving on even terrain. The strategy of applying the FTL mode in walking over uneven terrain has been first studied by Qiu et al. [12] , in which foot adjustments were made in wave gait for avoiding steps on forbidden regions and the FTL gait was applied for the locomotion. Referring to Fig. 8 , the hexapod is about to cross over a series of forbidden regions by stepping on the (k 0 1)th foothold positions of the front leg pair. The X -axis of the global coordinate in the figure is coincided with the directed line from the start point to the goal point. The drawn rectangles are the working areas of the legs made by the gait of straight-line motion over the X -axis. Based on the present foothold positions of the front leg pair, a series of preplanned footholds for the legs are laid. The regularity of the gait is reserved by letting the distance between the foothold positions of each step be the stroke P and maintaining the distance between the two legs of each leg pair equal to U: With this strategy, the critical point will be always located in the middle of two leg pairs along the X -axis and the foothold position of 
From C (k 01); the kinematic limit of the next foothold position y(k + 1) is derived as
(2) Since the hexapod is assumed to move along the straight pathway from the start point to the goal point, all the foothold positions of the legs should be within the kinematic limit of the gait along the X -axis as If there is no permissible region in the range at the current step, the hexapod should shorten the stroke for the front leg pair to avoid steps on forbidden regions. Fig. 9 shows such a case where the front leg pair cannot have the maximum stroke length because of a wide forbidden region ahead of it. The maximum stroke length the front leg pair can have is d x : As shown in the figure, the motions of the rear and middle leg pairs are adjusted to have the stroke d x and foothold positions on permissible regions.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The strategy described above is implemented into a computer program and the motion is simulated using computer graphics. A simulation result of a hexapod walking over a series of forbidden regions on a planar terrain is shown in Fig. 10 . The gaits in the figure are designated by the number of leg pair transitions plus the number of movements of the center of gravity that have taken place until the gaits. The center of gravity of each gait is indicated by "+". It is noted that throughout the locomotion foot adjustments along the Y -axis are made so that all the front leg pairs avoid steps on forbidden regions. The coincidence of the front leg pair of gait 0, or the initial gait, and the rear leg pair of gait 8 indicates that the hexapod has discontinuous FTL gaits and the legs have the maximum stroke P until gait 8. But, as one can see, foot adjustment is made between gait 8 and gait 18 such that the legs have the stroke length less than P: This is because the hexapod faces the wide forbidden region when it has gait 8. Another shortening of the stroke length is observed between gait 26 and gait 36 during which the hexapod avoids steps on the forbidden region in the left side.
A more detailed result of the above simulation is given in Fig. 11 . This figure includes selected elements of the gait sequence generated in the simulation. In particular, in the sections where foot adjustment is made for shortening the stroke length to less than P (gaits 8-14 and gaits 26-32), all the leg pair transitions and movements of the center of gravity are described. As shown in the figure, the hexapod has six steps of gaits in the sections, three steps of leg pair transitions and three steps of movements of the center of gravity in alternate order. Given the section between gait 8 and 14 as an example, let us explain the motion of the hexapod in such a section. After transition of the rear leg pair in gait 9, the body is adjusted backward in gait 10 for the center of gravity to move to the critical point for lifting the middle leg pair. After transition of the middle leg pair in gait 11, the body is readjusted in gait 12 for the center of gravity to move to the critical point made by the rear and the middle leg pairs. Finally, the front leg pair are lifted and placed on the right behind of the wide forbidden region in gait 13 and the body is moved forward for the next critical point.
VI. CONCLUSION
A fault tolerant quadruped gait has been proposed for a hexapod to walk over uneven terrain with forbidden regions. Even though the proposed gait was proposed for the purpose of traversing over uneven terrain, it has superior mobility to the previously developed gaits in a locomotion over even terrain. It was shown that in the locomotion over even terrain the proposed gait has twice the stroke length of the previous gait and needs body adjustment only once. A strategy using the proposed gait was proposed for the fault tolerant locomotion of a hexapod over uneven terrain. The proposed strategy applies the advantage of a discontinuous FTL gait to the proposed gait. By the proposed strategy, the hexapod could have a quadruped gait even in traversing uneven terrain and thus minimize the number of supporting legs. Also, the strategy gives each leg pair the maximum stroke length to the extent which the motions of legs are made within their kinematic limits and can avoid steps on any forbidden region. The results of the computer simulation demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy over uneven terrain.
